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ABSTRACT

We present a new error concealment technique for audio
transmission over packet networks with high packet loss
rate� Unlike other techniques it modi�es the time�scale
of correctly received packets instead of repeating them�
This is done by a time�domain algorithm� WSOLA�
whose parameters are rede�ned so that short audio seg�
ments like lost packets can be extended� Particular at�
tention is paid to the additional delay introduced by the
new technique� For subjective hearing tests� single and
double packet loss is simulated at high packet loss rates�
and the new technique is compared to previous propo�
sals by category judgment and component judgment of
sound quality� Mean Opinion Score �MOS� curves show
that sound distortions due to packet repetition can be
reduced�

� INTRODUCTION

In a packet network which is not designed for real�time
applications� such as the Internet� audio�packets may
be lost due to either congestion or excessive delay� As
single or double packet loss can be assumed ��	� sound
quality can be improved by error concealment� which is
transmitter independent and suitable for multicast� As
the proposed technique exploits stationarity of speech
signals� the packet length must be chosen shorter than
a phoneme� We have chosen a length of 
� ms� which
leads to ��� bytes per packet with  kHz sampling rate
and  bit�sample� Similar values are used in �
	 and ��	�
There exist a number of proposals for concealment of

lost speech packets �
	� ��	� ��	� They substitute the mis�
sing signal segment by repeating a prior segment� which
leads to echoing or tinny sounds� To avoid these dis�
tortions� with our method the time�scale of a preceding
signal segment is modi�ed such that missing packets are
covered by the extended version of the preceding segment

�Figure ��� This operation must be performed in real�
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Figure �� Error concealment using time�scale modi�ca�
tion�

time and should preserve natural sound� An appropriate
time�scale modi�cation algorithm� WSOLA �Waveform
Similarity Overlap Add�� is outlined in section 
�

An important demand of voice communication is low
delay which can only be achieved by modifying a small
number of packets during the time�scaling� As shown
below� the WSOLA algorithm is not designed to process
such short audio segments� Therefore we will derive a
modi�ed version of WSOLA in section �� after working
out the demands on the time�scale modi�cation algo�
rithm� These are based on a discussion of discontinui�
ties at the boundary between the substitute and received
packets� and on the delay of the system� Experimental
results are given in section ��

� TIME�SCALE MODIFICATION WITH

THE WSOLA ALGORITHM

Successful concealment of lost audio packets implies that
the time�scale modi�cation must preserve the pitch fre�
quency of speech �or music� signals and have low compu�
tational complexity� Such a time�scale modi�cation al�
gorithm with excellent sound quality already exists for
continuous speech sequences� the Waveform Similarity
Overlap Add �WSOLA� algorithm ��	� Figure 
 illustra�
tes its blockwise operation� overlapping segments Sk are
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Figure 
� Time�scale modi�cation with overlap�add
techniques

extracted from the input at time instances xk and are
superimposed with less overlap in the output at positi�
ons yk� Every part of the output arises from adding two
half�segments of length �y� To achieve smooth transi�
tions� each segment is weighted with a hanning window
w�n	� This procedure is given by the synthesis equation

q�n	 �
X

k

w�n� yk	 � v�n � yk � xk	� ���

where k is the step index and w�n	 � � � n �� ��� 
�y��	�
As the output positions yk are �xed� the window has not
to be recalculated in every step�
To avoid distortion of voiced speech� the typical

�peaks� should fall together when two segments are ad�
ded� Therefore the segments must be cut from the input
at appropriate positions xk� which are found in a search
region of length of at least one pitch period� As a search
criterion ��	 proposes maximum cross correlation bet�
ween the half�segments to be added� For step k this
procedure is shown in Figure �� The boldface printed
half of Sk�� will be superimposed with the dashed half
of Sk� see output signal in Figure 
 as well� For every
instance i within the search region a correlation coe��
cient

ci �

�y��X

j��

v�i � j	 � v�xk�� ��y � j	� �
�

has to be calculated�
The positions of the search regions in the input signal

have great in�uence on the capacity of the algorithm� As
the WSOLA�algorithm was developed to provide a cer�
tain extension factor � using long speech sequences� the
starting positions xk�� and xk of subsequent segments

have to be spaced on average by �x � �y

�
� This is achie�

ved with search regions centered around xk�� ��x� as
shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Finding a �synchronized� overlap segment Sk�
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Figure �� Positions of the search regions�

Thus every search region is placed relative to the po�
sition found for the previous segment� As the positions
of the search regions depend on the results of previous
search operations� the number of required input samples
may vary over a wide range� if a small number of seg�
ments is used� This is a disadvantage for our application�
where the number of input samples is limited� Therefore
we have to modify the positioning of the search regions�

� APPLICATION OF WSOLA FOR ERROR

CONCEALMENT

Using time�scale extension for error concealment leads
to problems that will be addressed in the �rst subsec�
tion� Then� in ��
� the demands on time�scaling algo�
rithms are summarized and in subsection ��� a new pa�
rameter selection scheme for the WSOLA algorithm is
derived�

��� Problems

To avoid discontinuities at the boundary between the
substitute and next correct packet� a merging technique
as proposed in �
	 is used with an overlap of �� samples
�see Figure ��� Thus� clicking sounds can be suppressed
if the fundamental frequency of voiced speech is con�
stant during all modi�ed packets including the gap or if
the speech segment is unvoiced� Otherwise� a phase dif�
ference occurs that cannot be concealed by packet mer�
ging ��	� To overcome this� the idea of �phase matching�



as proposed in ��	 could be applied to our scheme� This
is currently under investigation and will not be conside�
red here�
Another problem is the additional delay caused by

error concealment� We assume that the error conceal�
ment routine is started when the size of the gap� dlost�
is known� i�e� the �rst correct packet after the gap has
just arrived� and that the time dcalc passes before the
�rst audio output is ready� Techniques like �
	 � ��	� that
do not modify packets preceding the gap� introduce an
extra delay of dcalc � dlost� Our technique leads to a
delay as long as the duration of the audio data modi�ed
by the algorithm� dmod� in addition to dcalc � dlost�

��� Demands

The conditions for minimum delay depend on the way
the data is sent to the output� With common worksta�
tions� blocks of audio samples can be written to the out�
put queue at any time and are played out continuously�
This means that dcalc should be as small as possible�
This is achieved by keeping the number of segments �i�e�
correlation calculations� small� The second parameter
to minimize is dmod� If we assume that the audio out�
put blocksize is � packet� modifying should begin at a
packet boundary� and the number of modi�ed packets
should be small� A typical example is shown in Figure
��
Therefore packet error concealment makes di�erent

demands on a time�scale modi�cation algorithm than
the ones described in section 
� not an average exten�
sion factor has to be achieved� but a given short speech
segment shall be extended to a guaranteed minimum
length using only a few segments� To preserve the ex�
cellent audio quality of the WSOLA algorithm� multiple
repetition of a part of the input sequence and repetition
of a segment taken too far from the left should be avoi�
ded� as the �rst leads to tinny sounds and the latter may
cause echoes� The parameter selection proposed in the
following leads to a tradeo� between sound quality and
delay�

��� New parameter selection scheme

Figure � shows how the loss of packet � is concealed
using three correctly received ones� Only packets 
 and
� containing lin samples are modi�ed� so the delay is �
packets plus dcalc� With a packet size of ��� samples and
�� extra samples for packet merging� the algorithmmust
produce at least lout � ��� samples� To obtain a given
minimum output length� �rst the number of segments
N is determined and then the segment length L � 
�y
is calculated such that it satis�es

L
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Figure �� Modi�ed WSOLA algorithm�

To allow the extraction of a full segment in the last
step �N �� the end of search region N is placed L samples
left from the end of the input signal� Thus the resulting
output length is between �N � ��L

�
and �N � ��L

�
� ls�

where ls denotes the length of the search regions�
The positioning of the other search regions is a deli�

cate problem� if natural sound shall be preserved� Incre�
asing overlap may cause multiple repetition of the same
segment� which leads to tinny sounds� If the �rst search
region is placed too far to the left� a part of packet �
may be entirely repeated resulting in echo� With equally
spaced search regions� the choice of region � allows a tra�
deo� between echoing or tinny sound distortions� As the
search regions overlap more with higher extension fac�
tors lout

lin
� the �rst search region has to be placed more to

the left in this case to keep both kinds of distortion ba�
lanced� An experimentally found formula for the start
of search region � is

r� � �ls � ��
lout
lin

�� ���

As a result the sound quality for extension factors up
to 
 is acceptable� if a sampling rate of  kHz and a
segment length of 
������ samples is used� A segment
length in this range is achieved if N is chosen as

N � b
lout
���

� �c ���

and eqn� ��� is satis�ed setting

L � 
 � d
lout

N � �
e� ���

Calculating N with eqn���� leads to a relatively small
number of steps and therefore to low computational



complexity� A smaller number of steps should be avoi�
ded as this leads to larger segments which might produce
echoing sounds�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The new Time�scale Modi�cation technique �TM� was
compared to Silence Substitution �S�� Pattern Repeti�
tion �PR�� Pitch Waveform Replication �PWR� by sub�
jective hearing tests� We simulated single packet loss
by suppressing one packet within �ve and double packet
loss by suppressing two packets within seven� Thirteen
non�expert listeners were asked to judge overall qua�
lity as well as the presence of the distortion components
�tinny� metal�� �interrupted� clicking� and �echoing� re�
verberating�� We used � test conditions �male and fe�
male speakers� sampled at  kHz� The �worst case� an�
chor contains clearly audible distortions of all the three
types� The Mean Opinion Score �MOS� of the overall
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Figure �� Mean Opinion Scores of overall quality�
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Figure �� Component Test�

quality �Figure �� shows a quality enhancement of TM
compared to all other techniques�
The values in Figure � indicate how many test per�

sons noticed a speci�c distortion component� It can be

seen that the echoing sound produced by PR is elimi�
nated completely and the tinny sound of PWR is redu�
ced by the new TM technique� The component �inter�
rupted�clicking� is still noticeable as with the previous
techniques� but could be reduced considerably by phase
matching�

� CONCLUSION

A new error concealment technique for lost audio
packets based on time�scale modi�cation has been pro�
posed� First the WSOLA time�scaling algorithm was
explained and it was shown that it cannot extend short
audio segments to a given length� To overcome this
problem� a new parameter selection scheme was derived
that leads to low delay and low computational comple�
xity� Experiments have shown that typical disturbance
components of other techniques are reduced and overall
quality is improved�
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